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DOTLINE LIVE! 
What is it? 

Dotline LIVE! provides a multi-client application to monitor your CTPs in real time. In addition to all relevant 

status information of each CTP, you’ll get an overview to the current product produced by the machine. 

Receive those information anywhere, on any PC within your company network. 

 
What’s my benefit? 

It’s now no more necessary to stand beside the machine to get the information you want. 

 Actual status information of each CTP (e.g. how many plates of certain type are still loaded) 
 Real time exposure information* 
 Full production line information (also processor and punch- bender) 

 True man less production  your operator may be anywhere 

 Unlimited number of connected clients 

 History of exposed files and their exposure result.  

 In case of errors, see the message before you go to the machine and save time 

(e.g. if you know in advance that the cassette is empty, directly take filled one from the storage with 

you) 

 TML communication with WOBE workflows for real time update. This concerns also other workflow 

manufacturers who integrate this interface. 
*requires Dotline ImCon Version 18 or newer running on CTP 

 

How does it work? 

A small application installed ( ) on each CTP is sending its data via TCP protocol. All these data can be received 

by multiple clients ( ) running anywhere in your LAN 

Requirements:       Supported OS:  Windows 7, 8.1, 10 32/64bit 

 LAN access to each CTP from the client PC 

 LibTML binary distribution (free download) installed on host and client PCs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prices and Licensing 

Dotline LIVE is part of the Dotline Advanced Customer Care (DACC) Program, covered by the CTPs Machine 

Client (MC) license without any extra costs.  
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